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The class of nonspectral Birkhoff-regular differential operators L in L’[O, l] 
determined by -D2 and by boundary values B,, B, is reexamined. For the family 
of projections {PO~}~_l u {Pk}cCkOu {P;}:Cko which map L’[O, 11 onto the 
generalized eigenspaces of L, the norms of the P, and Pi tend to co, while in sharp 
contrast, the family of all finite sums of the projections { POk}F=, u {P, + Pb}& 
is uniformly bounded in norm. In addition, the expansion u = zr= I POku + 
zFzkO (Pk +P;)u is valid for all UE L’[O, 11, even though there exist u in L’[O, l] 
for which both series x,“=,, P,u and xFzko P;u diverge. ‘(1 1991 Academic press, 1~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3, 41 we developed the spectral theory for all two-point differential 
operators L in the complex Hilbert space L2[0, l] of the form 
G3(L)={ueH*[O, l]~B,(u)=O,i=1,2}, Lu= --D2u= -u”, 
where H2[0, l] denotes the Sobolev space of all functions u E C’[O, l] 
with U’ absolutely continuous on [0, 1 ] and U” E L2[0, 11, and where B,, 
B, are linearly independent boundary values given by 
B,(u)=a,u’(O)+b,u’(l)+a,u(O)+6,u(l), 
B2(u)=c,u’(0)+d,u’(l)+c,u(O)+d,u(l). 
Introducing the 2 x 4 coefficient matrix 
A= 01 bl a0 60 
Cl 4 co do 1 
associated with B,, B,, and letting A, denote the determinant of the 2 x 2 
submatrix of A obtained by retaining the ith andjth columns, the various 
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L are partitioned into 13 disjoint cases, Cases I-XIII, by imposing various 
conditions on the six parameters A,, 1 d i < j d 4, and then the spectral 
properties are studied for each case. 
One of the most unusual cases is Case VIII, which contains all the L 
which are nonspectral operators and whose boundary conditions are 
Birkhoff-regular (see the table in [3, Sect. 73). The first example of such an 
operator was given by Walker in [S]. To belong to Case VIII, the differen- 
tial operator L must satisfy 
A 12 = 0, A,,+A,,ZO, A,,+A,,= T(An+Ad> 
(1.1) 
A,,#& A,,fA,,. 
The spectral properties for such an L are summarized in [4, Theorem 8.11. 
Let us recall some of the specific properties for L belonging to Case VIII. 
First, the characteristic determinant is 
A(P)= -i~o(A,,+A2,)pe~‘Pf(p)F(P), (1.2) 
where &, = f 1 according to whether A,, + A,, = f (A,, + A,,), f(p) = 
eip - to, and 
F(P) =.f(p) + i(A,jot;,4)P [e’” + &J. 
The nonzero zeros of A consist of the nonzero zeros off, 
Pk= (2k- 1)x, i 
2kq k = + 1, + 2, . . . . for to= 1, 
k=O, +I, f2 ,..., for to=-1, (1.3) 
together with the nonzero zeros of F, 
&=Pk+&k with Is,J <&, k= fk,, f(k,+ 1) ,..., (1.4) 
plus a finite number of additional zeros of F, where pk #pi for all k, 1 and 
where each pk and each pi is a zero of order 1 of A. 
Second, the eigenvalues of L consist of the two sequences 1, = p:, k = k,, 
k, + 1, . . . . and A; = (pi)*, k= k,, k, + 1, . . . . plus a finite number of addi- 
tional eigenvalues &i , . . . . A,, , with the associated algebraic multiplicities 
and ascents being Vk=mk= 1, k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . and v;=m;= 1, k=k,, 
k, + 1, . . . . respectively. For convenience we have downplayed the role of the 
eigenvalues 1, = pz, k = 1, . . . . k, - 1, by simply including them among the 
2017 . .. . LO,. 
Third, the family of projections associated with L consists of the projec- 
tions P,, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . where Pk maps L2[0, l] onto the generalized 
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eigenspace N(L(I,)) along the range &!(L(&)) with L(I,) = (&- L)“‘; 
the projections Pb, k= k,, k,+ 1, . . . . where P; maps L’[O, l] onto 
.N(L(&)) along B(L(&)); and the projections P,,, k = 1, . . . . m, where POk 
maps L*[O, l] onto Jlr(L(i;)) along B(L(A;)); and the projections Pok, 
k = 1, . . . . m, where P,, maps L*[O, l] onto .N(L(E.,,)) along S?(L(&,)). 
This family is not uniformly bounded in norm since 
IIPkll = Cl + Ial2 lPk121”2 --, a as k+m, (1.5) 
where a = (A ,3 -~24Y~,,ZO. 
Fourth, the subspaces 
s,= 
k=l k = kg 
P;u 






S,#S,,S,=L2[0, 11, (1.6) 
M, = (0). (1.7) 
The unusual nature of L is exhibited vividly in (1.5) and (1.6). Clearly 
L is nonspectral by (1.5), and the generalized eigenfunctions of L are dense 
in L2[0, l] by (1.6), but they do not form a basis; i.e., there exist 
u E L* [0, 1 ] for which the expansion 
u= f P,,u+ f P,u+ f P;u (1.8) 
k=l k=kg k=ko 
is not valid. To shed more light on this latter point, recall that (see [4, 
(8.911) 
kernel of Pk = 2 sin Pk t sin Pks - &+Pk[sin pk(t - s) + 850 sin pk(t + s)] 
(1.9) 
for k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . the constant 6 satisfying 
Al,-A,,=aJ4,3-J424) (1.10) 
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with 6 being either + 1 or - 1. Consider the case when to = 1 and 6 = - 1, 
a model being the boundary conditions u’( 1) + u( 1) = 0, u(0) - u( 1) = 0. 
Let us introduce the two orthonormal sequences dk(f) = fi sin 2knt, k = 1, 
2 3 ...> and $,Jt) = $ cos 2kxt, k = 1, 2, . . . . for L2[0, 11. Then for any func- 
tion UEH’[O, I] we have 
p,u= (u5 4k)tik-4uv 44)tik 
= (u, hMk + 4u’, $k)lc/k + fi 440) - u(l)1 It/k 
for k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . and hence, 
P,u converges iff u(0) - u( 1) = 0. (1.11) 
k = kc, 
On the other hand, in Section 4 we will show that throughout Case VIII 
the expansion 
u= t P,,u+ f (Pk+P;)U 
k=l k = kg 
(1.12) 
is valid for all u E L’[O, 11. Combining (1.11) and (1.12), it follows that for 
any u E H’[O, l] 
UES, iff u(O)-u(l)=O. (1.13) 
As an application of (1.13) we see that HA[O, I] s S, while 
ff’co, 11 @ s,, which gives a new proof of (1.6) for this case. 
The main emphasis of this paper is to develop the relationship between 
the two expansions (1.8) and (1.12), and therefore, to demonstrate the 
remarkable spectral properties of the differential operators belonging to 
Case VIII. While there exist u E L’[O, l] such that the two series 
CpzkO P,u and CrEko P;u are divergent, nonetheless, the divergent parts 
in each are negatives of each other, and consequently, the series 
Cp==ko (P, + P;)u is convergent and the expansion (1.12) is valid for all 
u E L2 [0, 11. To establish this connection, we begin by explicitly calculating 
the projections P;, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . in Section 2. Next, we examine the 
projections Qk = Pk + P;, k = k,, k + 1, . . . . in Section 3, showing that the 
family of all finite sums of the Qk is uniformly bounded in norm. Finally, 
in Section 4 we introduce the modified subspaces 
<9&= u~L~[O,l]lu= f P,,u+ f Qku 
k=l k = kc, 
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and 
~~={uEL.*[O, l]IPOk~=O,k=l ,..., m;Q,u=O,k=k,,k,+l,... }: 
which are associated with the family of projections P,,, k = 1, . . . . m, and 
Qk, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . and we prove that 
<4p, = 9, = L2 [ 0, 1 ] (1.14) 
and 
(cf. (1.6) and (1.7)). 
.A& = (0) (1.15) 
Our conclusion is that the differential operators L in Case VII1 are 
actually a model for a new kind of “spectral operator.” We will look at this 
new class of operators in future work. 
2. THE OTHER UNBOUNDED SEQUENCE OF PROJECTIONS 
In [4, Sect. 7 and 81 we have shown that the projections P;l, k = ko, 
k. + 1, . . . . for Case VIII are given by 
where 
Ll”‘(p;) = 2&J,, + 
j&pe-‘qe”‘i + &)]2 




V(t, S; pi) = +[ -i(A,, + A23)pL + A,,] @&‘“i(‘~ ‘) 
+~[j(A,,+A,,)p;+A,,]e~‘“ke -ipi(rps) 
+&i(‘4,, -A2Jp;-A,,] e’Pie --iPi(r+.v) 
+ +[i(A 14-A*3)P;-A34] e-wiew+s) 
-j~2,p~e’vic’-“)+ jA,,p;e-‘“icr -3) (2.3) 
for k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . Our goal is to rewrite these quantities in terms of the 
pk, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . and then to carefully simplify the results. (1.4) is the 
principal tool that we use. 
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Introducing the constant b = (A ,3 - A,,)/(A ,3 + A,,) # 0, the various 
constants appearing above are related by 
Ai4+A2~= -40XA~4,A,~-A21=daA,,, A,,= 5-t A,,. (2.4) ( > 
Also, since the p; are zeros of F, we have 
2ib b2 
= to+ a(p, + Ek) - Q2(Pk + &kY 





with /‘!$I +, 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . If we take reciprocals in (2.5), then we obtain the com- 
panion result 
with (flkl “;, (2.6) 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . 
To represent quantities such as e i~‘~c’Ps), we first rewrite (2.5) by 
dividing both sides by eiPk = co, 
or 
2ib eOi ml = 1 + ___ 
t-Oapk +i? 
1 , 
k = k,, k. + 1, . . . . But 
-iLog[l +z] = -iz+z2G(z) for IzI < 1, 
with G analytic on the disk jz( < 1, and it follows that 
250b + 6. Ek =- !, 
wk 
with jdkl ~5, 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . Therefore, 
(2.9) 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . where the function ak is continuous on the square 
[0, l] x [0, 1 ] with I/aJ oc d y/k2. Similarly, we have 
e ~ipi(t~S)=,-iok(f~S) 1 _ Z(r-s)+b&,s)]. (2.10) 
eipi(r+s) =eipk(r+.d 
1 
2i[,b 1 I (f+s)+c,(Gs) > ap, 1 (2.11) 
and 
2it,b 
e --iPi(r+5)=,~rPl(l+s) 1 _- (t+s)+dk(GS) 3 ap, 
1 
(2.12) 
k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . where the functions bk, ck, and dk are continuous on 
CO, 11 x CO, 11 with IIU m <y/k’, IIc~II~ Gylk2, and l1411m dylk2. 
At this point we substitute the expressions (1.4), (2.4), (2.5)-(2.6), and 
(2.9)-(2.12) into (2.2) and (2.3) and simplify the results, giving us 
Ll”‘(P;) = 2&J,, + Wk with 10~1 <I 
k2’ 
(2.13) 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . and 
V(t, s; pi) = -2&Aj4 cos pkt cos pps 
-aA,,p,[sinp,(t-s)+65,sinp,(t+s)] 
- 25, bA,,( t - s) cos pk( t - s) - 26bA 34( t + s) cos pk( t + s) 
+ 26bAu cos pk( t + s) + L(t, s), (2.14) 
k=k,,, k,+ 1, . . . . where the function ik is continuous on [0, l] x [0, 11 
with ll[kII m <y/k. Combining (2.13) and (2.14) with (2.1), we conclude that 
kernel of P; = 2 cos pkf cos pps + roap,[sin pk(t - s) + St0 sin pk(t + s)] 
+ 2b(t- s) cos pk(t -s) + 26<,b(t + s) cos pk(t + s) 
- 265, b cos pk( t + s) + O,( t, s), (2.15) 
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k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . where the function 8, is continuous on [0, l] x [0, 11 
with Ildk/l m d y/k. 
From (2.15) we can discern some of the features of the projections P;, 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . First, 
lIp;lI -+ m as k+m (2.16) 
because of the presence of the terms 
[“ap,[sin pk(t- s) + St, sin pk(f + s)]. 
Second, these same terms are precisely the negatives of the diverging terms 
appearing in the kernels of the P,, k=k,, k, + 1, . (compare (1.9) and 
(2.15)). Third, the projections P, + P;, k = k,, k,+ 1, . . . . are uniformly 
bounded in norm. In the next section we will establish even stronger results 
for the sums P, + P;. 
3. A NEW UNIFORMLY BOUNDED FAMILY OF PROJECTIONS 
Let us introduce the sequence of projections 
Qk=P,+P;, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . 
By our earlier work (see [ 1, p. 121) we know that Qk is the projection of 
L2[0, l] onto the 2-dimensional subspace N(L(1,))@N(L(lb)) along 
%?(L(Ak)) n .%?(L(nk)), and by (1.9) and (2.15) 
kernel of Qk = 2 cos pk t cos pks + 2 sin pk t sin pks 
+ 2b( t - s) cos pJ t - s) + 26<,b( t + s) cos p/J t + s) 
- 26f.g cos pJ t + s) + e/J t, s), (3.1) 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . We are going to show that the family of all finite sums of 
the Qk is uniformly bounded in norm, and then look at the analogues of 
S, and M, corresponding to the new family of projections P,,, 
k = 1, . . . . m, and Qk, k=k,, k,+l,.... 
Indeed, for k = k,, k, + 1, . . . let R, and E, be the integral operators on 
L*[O, l] given by 
kernel of R, = 2 cos pk t cos pks + 2 sin pk t sin pks 
+ 26( t - s) cos pJ t - s) + 26&Jl( t + s) cos pJJ t + s) 
- 26&b cos pk(t + s) 
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and 
kernel of E, = 0,( t, s). 
Clearly 
Qk=&+Ek, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . (3.2) 
and 
k = k,, k, + 1, (3.3) 
The R,, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . are actually projections associated with one of 
the differential operators studied in [3,4]. Specifically, if 2 is the differen- 
tial operator in L’[O, 1 ] determined by r = - D2 and by the six parameters 
the existence and uniqueness of L being guaranteed by [3, Theorem 2.31, 
then 2 belongs to Case VI and the Rk form a subset of the projections 
associated with 2 (see [4, (6.7)]). Thus, by [l, Equation (3.3)] 
R,R, =6,R, for k, j=ko, k,+ 1, . . . . (3.4) 
and by [4, Theorem 6.11 there exists a constant M>O such that 
(3.5) 
for all finite subsets LJ of (k,, k, + 1, . . . }. 
To establish the boundedness of the Qk, we will use the following general 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let { Pk}Fz I and { Q,}p= 1 he sequences of projections on 
a Hilbert space H. Assume that 
(i) P,P, = 6,P, for k, j= 1, 2, . . . . 
(ii) The family of all finite sums of the Pk is uniformly bounded in 
norm by a constant M > 0. 
(iii) C,E, llQk-pkl12< 00. 
Then the family of all finite sums of the Qk is uniformly bounded in norm by 
the constant 
N=M+4M2 kzl ikP*ii2]“*+ f IIQk-pkl12. 
k=l 
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ProoJ: Set Ek = Qk - P, for k = 1, 2, . . . . so Qk = P, + Ek and 
Qk=Q~=P,$P,E,+E,P,+E:. (3.6) 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . Let 52 be any finite subset of { 1, 2, . . . }, and let us consider 
the linear operator CktR Qk. From (ii) and (iii) we know that 
and 
d c IlEAl*~ f IIQk-f’,ll*. (3.8) 
ket2 k=l 
Next, take any x E H, and Set y = xkcD PkEkX. From (i) we have 
P, y = P,E,x for all k E Sz, and hence, y = xktR P, y. By a well-known 
result it follows that 
$$< c IIP,yI~*d4~* lIYl/2 
ktS2 
(see [2, Lemma 4.21 or [ 6, Lemma 11). Thus, 
5 ~IQk-pkli2 llx 12, 
k=l 1 
which implies that 
Finally, if we replace Pk and E, by Pz and Ez in the above, then 
and hence, 
(3.9) 
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The proof is completed by combining (3.6) with (3.7)-(3.10). 
Applying Theorem 3.1 to the projections 
Qk=P,+P;=R,+E,, k = k,, k, + l,..., 
Q.E.D. 
associated with the differential operator L belonging to Case VIII, it is 
immediate that the family of all finite sums of the Qk is uniformly bounded 
in norm by the constant 
(3.11) 
where A4 and y are the constants appearing in (3.5) and (3.3) respectively. 
4. THE MODIFIED SUBSPACES 93, AND ~2’~ 
For the differential operator L belonging to Case VIII, we have the two 
families of projections 
k = 1, . . . . m, 
k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . 





k = 1, . . . . m, 
k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . 
Associated with the family 9 are the subspaces S, and M, which satisfy 
(1.6) and (1.7) 
s, # s, = L2[0, 11, M, = (0). 
This leads us quite naturally to introduce the subspaces 
and 
Ym= u~L’[O,l]lu= f P,,u+ f Qku 
k=l k = kg 
M~={u~L~[O,l]]P,,u=0,k=l,..., m;Q,u=O,k=k,,k,+l,... } 
associated with the family 9. 
409/154/l-17 
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Clearly S, c 9, and M, G Aa, and hence, Y, is dense in L*[O, 11. 
Also, using verbatim the proof of [ 1, Lemma 3.41, we see that 9, is closed, 
so 
Ym=9zx=L2[0, 11. 
It is then immediate that J& = (0). This establishes properties (1.14) and 
(1.15) for the subspaces YK and km. 
Let us now conclude by collecting our new results for Case VIII into a 
theorem which supplements the original Theorem 8.1 in [4]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a differential operator belonging to Case VIII. 
Then the spectrum a(L) consists of the points &, k = 1, . . . . m, and the two 
sequences A,=pi, k= k,, k,+ 1, . . . . and A; = (P;)~, k= k,, k,+ 1, . . . . For 
the corresponding projections P,, , k = 1, . . . . m, and P,, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . and 
Pk, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . the norms of the P, and the Pi tend to co, while the 
family of all finite sums of the projections P,,, k = 1, . . . . m, and Qk = 
P, + P;, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . is unzformly bounded in norm. In addition, the 
subspaces Ym and A& associated with the P,, , k = 1, . . . . m, and the Qk, 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . satisfv <YE, = pz = L*[O, 11 and AZ = (0). 
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